
  

MasterCard Bulls Position for Strong Consumer Spend Recovery 

Ticker/Price: MA ($309.50) 

 

Analysis: 

MasterCard (MA) buyer of 850 September $330 calls for $7.15 today with shares starting to emerge from a multi-

week range. Today’s flows follow buyers of 1875 September $350 OTM calls on Friday and 1,000 October $305 calls on 

7/10 for more than $1.5M. MA will report earnings on 7-30 and shares higher three of the last five. Shares are starting to 

emerge out of a narrow multi-week range above $310.50 today with room back to 2020 highs near $340. MA has 

formed a strong base above its 200-day with a bullish MACD cross today and RSI starting to move back above 60 with 

plenty of room to move. The $300.5B company trades 34.8X earnings and 17.6X sales with plenty of cash on hand with 

accelerating top and bottom-line growth. MA is positioned well for a rebound in cross-border volumes as they have 

more consumer exposure to Europe where they’ve done a better job fighting COVID-19 and moved towards a return to 

normalcy. This is likely to be a tailwind to services-related revenue as transactions pick up and mobility restrictions are 

eased. MA continues to expand out their services with a recent $825M buy for Finicity which expands their open 

banking capabilities in the US to several large players like Chase, BANK, Capital One and others. Analysts have an 

average target for shares of $328. Goldman starting at Conviction Buy on 7-14 with a $364 PT citing their exposure to 

consumer growth which will likely outpace peers given their focus on Europe and other growth markets. They also note 

that COVID-19 will accelerate a pull-forward in contactless and e-commerce. Short interest is 0.5% and multi-year lows. 

Hedge fund ownership rose 3% in Q1. Rivulet Capital a buyer of a new $145M position while Lakewood also starting a 

new position. In March, a director bought $265K in stock at $265 and in 2019 two others bought over $400K each 

around $275, so certainly some value just below the current range.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: MA looks fantastic coming out of this consolidation pattern and the whole Payments space 

looks due for a return of its momentum as longer term trends remain very favorable.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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